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a b s t r a c t

In this study we numerically investigate the intimately coupled transient electrokinetic and electro-
chemical dynamics of a nanoconfined bipolar electrode system, using experimental results to guide our
analysis. Our recently developed 2D numerical model implements the Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes
system of equations to describe nanoscale chemical species transport by advection, migration, and
diffusion, as well as the presence of both homogenous and heterogeneous reactions. By eschewing the
assumption of electroneutrality and resolving diffuse-charge screening effects, our model uniquely ac-
counts for a wide range of nonlinear transient effects including bipolar electrode (BPE) surface polari-
zation, Faradaic charge accumulation, induced-charge electroosmotic flow, and ion concentration
polarization. Using this model, we demonstrate that upon the removal of a polarizing electric field,
excess accumulated charge at a BPE surface electrochemically discharges following the capacitive
relaxation of diffuse space charge in the electrical double layers (EDLs) surrounding the BPE extremities.
These EDLs continue to polarize the BPE as they relax by a process of drift-diffusion, wherein the counter-
ionic space charge at each pole promotes a large influx of oppositely charged ions to restore electro-
neutrality. We numerically reproduced this electrokinetic enhancement effect that was first observed in a
recently reported experimental system in which charged fluorophores were used as tracer molecules.
Our results also support experimental evidence that, following capacitive EDL relaxation, nanoconfined
BPEs can exhibit pseudocapacitance-like discharging behavior that is localized to a single end of the
electrode; we experimentally linked this localization to surface oxidation of the anodic BPE pole under
the applied field. In addition to providing important insight into the interplay between nanoscale
electrokinetic and electrochemical phenomena that govern transient electrode processes, our model and
the results presented in this work reinforce the notion that the domain of bipolar electrochemistry
constitutes a promising frontier for developing “wirelessly” tunable charge storage and visual detection
approaches which exploit both electrokinetic and Faradaic mechanisms.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the transient dynamics of electrochemical cells
is of paramount importance for the development of modern energy
conversion and storage technologies such as rechargeable batteries
[1], fuel cells [2,3], redox flow cells [4] and supercapacitors [5,6].
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Knowledge of electrochemical transients is also fundamental for
the correct interpretation of electroanalytical measurements uti-
lizing techniques ranging from well-established voltammetry [7,8]
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy methods [9,10] to
nascent hybrid approaches [11,12]. Thus, a strong foundational
understanding of the relevant charge transfer and mass transport
processes is necessary to guide development of next-generation
devices, which are increasingly being sought in the form of mini-
aturized, electronically integrated energy systems [13,14] and on-
chip electroanalytical platforms [15e17].

The confinement of electrochemical systems to micro- and
nanoscale dimensions imparts a multitude of benefits, including
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improved reaction rates and faster response times due to shorter
mass transport time scales [18]. Moreover, micro-to-nanoscale
confinement significantly enhances analyte-surface interactions
and enables the engineering of high surface capacitances which
dramatically improve electrical double layer capacitor technologies
[6,19]. Finally, confined systems are particularly advantageous in
analytical applications because they require smaller sample vol-
umes and are highly amenable to process parallelization [20].
However, the benefits of geometric confinement come at the cost of
increased physical complexity of such systems due, in large part, to
the increased importance of electric double layer structures within
miniaturized architectures. Frumkin [21], in particular, was
instrumental in elucidating the influence of electrostatically
polarized surfaces on reactant concentrations and driving poten-
tials in dilute-solution electrochemical kinetics. Extensive pio-
neering efforts [18,22e28] have since been undertaken to harness
the power of modern computational capabilities in order to
incorporate these microscopic effects and extend our understand-
ing of nanoscale processes beyond conventional theoretical ana-
lyses. Many of these numerical studies rely on simplified canonical
geometries or limiting cases, however, and thus tend to lag behind
experimental innovation and expansion into domains which
exploit exotic phenomena. This is especially true for modern
microfabricated devices, which increasingly employ customized
and often heterogeneous architectures to realize novel analytical
platforms [15e17,29].

One on-chip process that has recently gained renewed attention
is bipolar electrochemistry, a "wireless" technique which leverages
electric-field-induced polarization of isolated conductors
immersed in solution to drive coupled oxidation and reduction
reactions at spatially distinct poles [30,31]. Exploiting this bipolar
effect has shown promise in developing analytical platforms for
analyte separation [32,33] and detection [15,16], as well as the
synthesis of micro/nanostructures [34] and characterization of
electrocatalysts [35,36], to name a few. Such applications often
involve complex reaction mechanisms and coupled transport pro-
cesses, however, and our current understanding of transient BPE
dynamics at the nanoscale remains limited because contemporary
numerical models [15,37e40] often fail to fully describe their
behavior under confinement. These shortcomings stem from a
range of assumptions and oversimplifications made with respect to
EDLs and electroneutrality, nonlinear induced-charge electroos-
motic flow (ICEOF), homogeneous buffer reactions, and/or mass-
transfer limitations on heterogeneous reaction kinetics. Each of
these effects can play an important role in the charging and dis-
charging characteristics of confined electrodese both conventional
and bipolar e as well as the accompanying electrokinetic phe-
nomena occurring in adjacent electrolyte solutions [37,41].

We have recently introduced in the literature [42] a compre-
hensive 2D numerical model of nanoscale bipolar electrochemistry
in which we simultaneously include the coupled effects of 1)
nonlinear BPE surface capacitance, 2) Faradaic reactions and charge
accumulation, 3) ionic migration and diffuse-charge screening, 4)
homogeneous buffer reactions, and 5) advective transport by
electroosmotic flow (EOF) and ICEOF. In the present study, we apply
this model to probe the transient behavior of a nanochannel-
confined BPE system after a polarizing electric field is rapidly
removed. Our analysis provides a stark contrast to the vast majority
of published reports which limit their scope to examining quasi-
steady conditions achieved under an applied field. We also briefly
investigate the influence of a resistive oxide thin film formed at the
anodic BPE pole on the systemdynamics. Our findings reveal a close
interplay between EDL relaxation, Faradaic discharge, and mass
transport in the confined system across disparate time scales. The
results are supported by qualitative comparison with experimental
observations of charged, pH-sensitive fluorophores which indi-
rectly reveal effects of both electrochemical reactions and nano-
scale electrokinetic interactions [41]. On this basis, we raise the
possibility of applying wireless bipolar electrochemistry to develop
capacitive and Faradaic discharge detection methods.

2. Experimental methods

A detailed description of the experimental components and
procedures can be found in Ref. [41]. Briefly, we fabricated arrays of
fused silica nanofluidic channels 300e600 nm tall, 500 mm wide,
and 1 cm long via reactive ion etching. Floating Pt electrodes 80 nm
thick with a 20 nm Ti adhesion layer were deposited in the chan-
nels, and the resulting structures were bonded to a separate fused
silica wafer containing fluidic reservoir ports. Following serial
cleaning of the channels with 0.1M NaOH and deionized water,
fluorescence experiments were carried out with a mixture of
100 mM sodium fluorescein and 1.0mM sodium phosphate buffer at
pH 7.5. Platinum driving electrodes were inserted into the reser-
voirs and an external power supply was used to introduce, main-
tain, and then remove a potential difference (30 V or 250 V)
between the electrodes after 30 s. Images were captured at 3.3 Hz
and processed using ImageJ v2 1.52e and custom Python v3.6.3
scripts.

3. Theory

Our model, summarized here, considers a system consisting of
two electrolyte reservoirs connected by a nanochannel (Fig. 1a). An
electronically isolated platinum electrode situated in the center of
the channel acts as a floating BPEwhen an electric field is generated
between two driving electrodes located in the reservoirs (Fig. 1b).
The applied field drives electron redistribution at the equipotential
electrode surface, resulting in charge segregation and the subse-
quent formation of a negatively charged cathodic pole and a posi-
tively charged anodic pole at the electrode extremities (Fig.1c) [30].
EDLs form in solution to screen the charge arising from BPE po-
larization, introducing electrostatic interactions which affect the
kinetics of redox reactions occurring at the poles [21] and also give
rise to strongly coupled electrokinetic transport phenomena such
as induced-charge electroosmotic flow [42,43] and ion concentra-
tion polarization (CP) [37,44e46].

We numerically represented the experimental system by
modeling a 2D cross-sectional plane through the center of the
channel and reservoirs (Fig. 1b) using commercial finite-element
software (COMSOL Multiphysics v5.4). The BPE-width-to-channel-
height aspect ratio (333:1 for a 300 nm tall channel) is suffi-
ciently large to assume no significant variation in transport con-
ditions upon translation of the cross-sectional plane by a small
amount in the y-direction; hence, a 2D model is suitable for our
analysis. Because of the intensive computational demands of
nanoscale electrokinetic transport equations which include charge
screening effects on spatially nonuniform electrochemical dy-
namics, our numerical efforts are limited to simulating a substan-
tially shorter system length than the experimental analogue (in this
study we simulate a 5 mm long channel with a 1.5 mm long BPE, as
compared with the 1 cm long experimental systemwhich contains
a 500 mm long BPE). This leads to a natural discrepancy between the
longitudinal time scales of the various physicochemical processes
involved in our system; these discrepancies are compounded by
fundamental limitations such as electronic equipment response
times which further obviate direct quantitative comparisons of
dynamical behavior between simulation and experiment. As a
result, we aim to recreate experimental observations merely on a
qualitative basis, though our model nevertheless yields results that



Fig. 1. The nanochannel-confined bipolar electrochemical system represented in our model: (a) photograph of a fabricated nanofluidic array containing BPEs (dark bands at the
center of the image), (b) schematic cross-section of a single-channel device showing the modeled 2D plane (diagram not to scale), and (c) schematic depicting characteristic ionic
charge distribution, interfacial potential difference, and Faradaic reactions at the confined BPE. Part (c) was adapted with permission from Ref. [42] (Eden et al., Modeling Faradaic
reactions and electrokinetic phenomena at a nanochannel-confined bipolar electrode. J. Phys. Chem. C 2019, 123, 5353e5364). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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are consistent with the observed experimental phenomena and
provide key physical insights into the intrinsically interconnected
processes accompanying BPE discharge.

Our model considers the hydrogen evolution and oxidation re-
actions (HER and HOR, respectively), as well as the oxygen evolu-
tion and reduction reactions (OER and ORR), which occur at the
BPE/electrolyte interface. We also include the acid-base chemistry
of the dilute supporting electrolyte (1.0mM sodium phosphate at
pH 7.5) and the presence of a pH-sensitive fluorophore (0.1mM of
sodium fluorescein, referred to hereafter as FL or FL2�) used for
experimental visualization. Additionally, we assume that H2O is
present in excess quantities, such that the only mass-transfer lim-
itations in the considered reactions arise from the transport of Hþ,
OH�, H2, and O2 to and from the BPE surface [47]. In acidic and
alkaline media, respectively, the reversible HER/HOR final balance
reactions are given by

2Hþ þ 2e�%H2; (1)

2H2Oþ 2e�%H2 þ 2OH�: (2)

The acidic and alkaline OER/ORR final balance reactions are,
respectively, given by

4Hþ þ O2 þ 4e�%2H2O; (3)

2H2Oþ O2 þ 4e�%4OH�: (4)

Although the starting pH of the system (7.5) is nearly neutral,
sharp and dynamic pH gradients will form and propagate some
distance through the channel [31,41,48] due to (1) concomitantly
produced and consumed Hþ and OH� ions at the respective BPE
poles, (2) the weak buffering capacity of the dilute supporting
electrolyte, and (3) the limited volume of electrolyte available
within the nanoconfined channel. As a consequence, we expect that
the reactions at the cathodic pole (Hþ consumed, OH� produced)
will eventually be dominated by equations (2) and (4), while
equations (1) and (3) will eventually become the dominant anodic
pole (Hþ produced, OH� consumed) reactions (see Ref. [42] for
more details).

The transport of each of the ten chemical species present in our
system (Hþ, OH�, H2, O2, Naþ, H3PO4, H2PO4

�, HPO4
2�, PO4

3�, FL2�), is
governed by a statement of mass conservation with Nernst-Planck
fluxes [49],
vci
vt

¼ �V ,

�
uci � Di Vci � Di

RT
ziFciVj

�
þ Ri; (5)

in which ci is the concentration of species i, u is the fluid velocity
vector, Di is the diffusion coefficient, zi is the valence, R is the ideal
gas constant, T is the solution temperature (assumed to be 25�

Celsius), F is Faraday's constant, j is the electrostatic potential in
solution, and Ri is the homogeneous reaction source term (only
applicable for Hþ, OH�, H3PO4, H2PO4

�, HPO4
2�, and PO4

3�). We
include reaction source terms for the association/dissociation re-
actions of water, as well as the triprotic phosphate buffer system
that comprises our supporting electrolyte. At the top surface of
each reservoir, we specify Dirichlet boundary conditions to fix the
local concentration of each species at the respective bulk concen-
trations calculated by the bulk pH, equilibrium statements, and
electroneutrality (see the Supplementary Material). We enforce
zero normal flux conditions for all species at the channel and
reservoir walls, as well as at the BPE surface for species Naþ, H3PO4,
H2PO4

�, HPO4
2�, PO4

3� and FL2�. The normal fluxes of participating
redox-active species at the BPE surface (Hþ, OH�, H2, O2) are indi-
vidually specified via Faraday's laws of elecrolysis using the corre-
sponding reaction current densities [50].

In addition to the charge present at the polarized BPE surface,
we assume that the channel walls maintain a negative native sur-
face charge due to the protonation/deprotonation of surface-bound
silanol groups [51]. To account for the applied electric field in the
bulk solution, as well as ionic charge screening within the resulting
channel wall and BPE EDLs, we calculate the mean-field electro-
static potential j using Poisson's equation,

�V , ðεVjÞ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1

Fzici; (6)

where ε is the solvent permittivity and n is the total number of
species in solution. The permittivity of water is known to be a
function of the local electric field at high field strengths [52], as the
degree of solvent molecule polarizability is reduced when the
molecules are already strongly oriented. We incorporated this ef-
fect in our model, which occurs primarily within EDLs surrounding
highly charged surfaces, by implementing a local field-dependent
permittivity as defined by Booth [19,52].

To resolve the extremely fast dynamics that can occur in our
nanoscale system, we apply a Dirichlet boundary condition at the
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top surface of the inlet (left) reservoir that specifies the electric
potential as a smoothed time-dependent step function which
transitions from zero to an applied potential (or vice versa for
discharging) over a time interval of 5 ns (see Supplementary
Material Fig. S1). The electric potential at the top surface of the
outlet (right) reservoir is fixed to zero at all times. At the reservoir
and channel walls, a Neumann condition prescribes the normal
component of the displacement field to be equal to a predefined
wall surface charge; in reality, this native charge is a function of the
local solution pH and ionic strength [47,51], though we adopt the
common numerical assumption of a fixed wall charge in the pre-
sent study (future efforts which incorporate these local surface
chemistry effects will likely yield additional interesting phenom-
ena, particularly at large applied potentials). At the BPE, the surface
charge is a function of the local electrode/electrolyte interfacial
potential difference. Assuming no specific adsorption of charged
species, the Stern layer potential drop in the common Gouy-
Chapman-Stern EDL model is linear [18,53] and the BPE interfa-
cial charge is given by the Robin condition

sBPE ¼ n,VðεjÞ ¼ CSðVelec � jÞjS; (7)

where Velec is the floating electrode potential, n is the outward unit
normal vector, and CS is an effective Stern layer capacitance. As the
Stern layer is assumed to consist solely of polarized solvent mole-
cules, it can be approximated as a capacitive element of capacitance
CS ¼ ε=lS with a locally defined permittivity and a hypothetical
fixed width lS that is on the order of a hydrated ionic radius [24].

Interactions between diffuse ionic charge and the lateral
component of the applied electric field introduce Coulombic forces
within the channel wall and BPE EDLs which drive bulk fluid mo-
tion by viscous shear [50]. Oppositely charged EDLs at the BPE poles
experience opposing electrical forces which drive ICEOF-generated
hydrodynamic recirculation above the BPE [43]. Thus, the advective
species transport term from equation (5) and the electrostatic field
from equation (6) are inherently coupled to conservation of mass
and momentum for the fluid flow via Stokes’ equation and conti-
nuity for an incompressible Newtonian fluid,

r
vu
vt

¼ hV2u� Vp�
Xn
i ¼ 1

FziciVj;V,u ¼ 0; (8)

where r is themass density of the fluid, h is the dynamic viscosity of
the fluid, and p is the local fluid pressure.

Following Frumkin's theoretical discoveries [21] and more
recent numerical models by Bazant and coworkers [18,22e27], we
assume that Faradaic reactions occur at a fixed reaction plane of
closest approach located at the Stern/diffuse layer interface; thus,
the electrostatic energy which drives interfacial charge transfer
reactions stems from the potential drop across the Stern layer
DVS ¼ ðVelec � jÞjS rather than the entire metal-to-bulk-solution
potential difference [47]. For a BPE configuration, the surface con-
centrations of charged reactant species Hþ and OH� at the reaction
plane vary spatially along the electrode surface due to the
nonuniform interfacial potential and charge distributions [30,42].
To describe the local Faradaic current density for each reaction, we
implement the generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer (gFBV) equa-
tion directly at the Stern/diffuse layer interface of the BPE EDLs [25],

jF;r ¼ Ka;rcred;rexp
�
aa;rnrFDVS

RT

�
� Kc;rcox;rexp

�
� ac;rnrFDVS

RT

�
;

(9)

where jF,r is the local Faradaic reaction current density for reaction r,
cox,r and cred,r are the mathematical products of oxidized and
reduced species concentrations at the reaction plane for reaction r
(assuming electrochemical reaction orders of 1 [18,47]), Kc,r is the
cathodic rate constant, ac;r is the cathodic charge transfer coeffi-
cient, nr is the number of electrons transferred per reaction, Ka,r is
the anodic rate constant, and aa;r is the anodic charge transfer co-
efficient. By taking the interfacial potential relative to an equilib-
rium state with Stern layer potential difference DVS;eq, we can
conveniently express equation (9) using an exchange current
density j0,r [25],

jF;r ¼j0;r

"
cred;r

cred;eq;r
exp

�
aa;rnrF

�
DVS � DVS;eq;r

�
RT

�
� cox;r
cox;eq;r

exp
�
� ac;rnrF

�
DVS � DVS;eq;r

�
RT

�#
:

(10)

Because the true equilibrium Stern layer potential difference is a
complicated function of interdependent factors such as the elec-
trochemical reaction kinetics, coupled charge screening effects,
equilibrium concentrations of all participating redox species at the
reaction plane, and the presence of dipoles or additional charged
species at the surface [47], we assume a value of zero for simplicity
in our qualitative system model.

The floating BPE potential is determined by a statement of global
charge conservation. That is, at long times the equipotential BPE
will float to the precise potential necessary in order to balance the
current entering through the cathodic pole with the current exiting
through the anodic pole, thereby preventing infinite charge accu-
mulation. Faradaic charge accumulation can occur over some
transient interval, however, if the cathodic and anodic currents are
initially unbalanced, as is the case with charging Galvanic cells [50]
and hybrid supercapacitors [5,6]. In Galvanic cells, for example, an
analogous net charge is acquired by an electrode to impede the
faster half-reaction and facilitate the slower half-reaction as the
interface tends towards equilibrium. Any such Faradaic current
imbalance in our BPE system is accounted for by a net capacitive
displacement current which reflects the storage of charge at the
surface and biases the interfacial charge/potential and EDLs to-
wards a “charge-dominant” pole. Since these contributions are
nonuniform over the BPE surface, we integrate the net Faradaic and
displacement currents over the entire surface to enforce charge
conservation and solve for Velec. The net Faradaic current is ob-
tained by summation over the total number of reactions m, jF;net ¼Pm

r ¼1jF;r , while the displacement current is defined as the time
derivative of the surface charge density. Thus, the total surface
current is expressed as jtot ¼ jF;net þ v

vt

�
CSðVelec � jÞjS

�
, and charge

conservation subsequently requires thatð
vU

jtotdS ¼ 0: (11)

The highly coupled equations which comprise this nanoscale
model provide the most complete description to date of confined
BPE dynamics [42], and offer unique insight into distinct transient
processes occurring across as many as five spatial and ten temporal
orders of magnitude in the present work.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. BPE transient dynamics

In general, four processes characterize the transient response of
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a bipolar electrode subjected to an abrupt change in driving po-
tential: (1) initial polarization/depolarization, (2) capacitive EDL
formation/relaxation, (3) the onset/decay of Faradaic reactions, and
(4) mass transport of reacting species [24,43,54]. In prior work [42],
we discussed in detail the charging dynamics of nanoconfined BPEs
upon the introduction of an external electric field. By contrast, here
we focus mainly on the simulated dynamics of the system as it
returns to equilibrium following the removal of the applied field.

The discharging dynamics of nanoconfined BPEs depend
strongly on the history and duration of any prior electrical pertur-
bations applied to the system, so we begin by briefly summarizing
the state of our system after an external field has been applied.
Upon the introduction of a potential difference across the nano-
channel, solvent polarization establishes an electrostatic potential
and associated electric field on the order of picoseconds [55]. The
highmobility of electrons in the BPE allows the rapid redistribution
of charge at the fluid/solid interface to establish an equipotential
surface in response to the applied field, spatially segregating the
isolated electrode into poles of positive and negative surface charge
[30,31]. Ions in the adjacent electrolyte electrostatically interact
with these oppositely charged poles and accordingly reorient to
form EDLs which screen the interfacial charge. The fastest time
scale associated with EDL formation is the Debye time, tD¼ lD

2/D
(see Table 1), where lD is the Debye screening length and D is a
characteristic diffusion coefficient, followed by the longer mixed
(Ohmic) charging time, tO¼ RbulkCEDL, where Rbulk is the electrical
resistance of the electrolyte and CEDL is the equivalent capacitance
of the Stern and diffuse layers [23,43,54]. As diffuse charge accu-
mulates during this capacitive process, the tangential component of
the electric field subsequently begins to drive nonlinear ICEOF
within the BPE EDLs. The native surface charge density at the fused
silica walls also produces background EOF throughout the channel;
these EDLs are already formed at equilibrium, however, and this
directional EOF therefore initially develops independently of the
BPE EDLs on the viscous time scale tv¼H2/n, where n is the kine-
matic viscosity of the solution [43].

If a sufficiently high interfacial potential difference develops
across the compact Stern layer, electrochemical reactions proceed
in parallel with EDL formation at the BPE surface. The time scale for
BPE charging by heterogeneous charge transfer can similarly be
expressed by an RC time constant, tct¼ RctCEDL, where Rct is the
interfacial charge transfer resistance and CEDL is the equivalent
capacitance of the compact and diffuse layers [47,54]. As with a
Galvanic cell, any asymmetry in the net anodic and cathodic charge
transfer rates results in unbalanced electron fluxes, leading to
accumulation of charge at the metal/electrolyte interface and a
compensatory shift in the electrode potential to balance the
Table 1
Relevant time scales and characteristic values for the modeled BPE system

Parameter Equation

Debye time tD¼ lD
2/D

Ohmic relaxation tO¼ RbulkCEDL
Viscous time scale tv¼H2/n
Charge transfer relaxation tct¼ RctCEDL
Diffusion time tdiff¼ L2/D
Geometric length scale L¼ Lchannel/2
Bulk conductivity

k ¼ F2
Pn
i ¼ 1

Diz

Bulk resistance Rbulk¼ L/k
EDL capacitance CEDL¼ ε ðlD þ
Debye length

lD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εRT ð

s

Charge transfer resistance Rct¼ RT/j0F

a ai is the activity coefficient of species i in the bulk solution.
reaction rates [42]. If the electrochemical production or consump-
tion rate of a given species exceeds the rate of mass transport to or
from the surface, accumulation or depletion effects will propagate
throughout the system and introduce a mass-transport dominated
response on the order of the diffusion time scale tdiff¼ L2/D [23,24].

The state of the BPE after the initial transient charging period
can be broadly classified into three categories: (1) an anodic case in
which a positive surface-integrated charge (i.e., the net Faradaic
current integrated over time and space) has accumulated at the
BPE, (2) a cathodic case in which a negative surface-integrated
charge has accumulated at the BPE, or (3) a neutral case with
negligible net charge accumulation. In all three cases, the BPE
poles are ultimately surrounded by charged EDLs which maintain a
(zeta) potential difference between the Stern/diffuse layer interface
and the bulk solution [36,43]. Recall Gauss's Law, which dictates
that in regions of nonzero space charge density, the local electro-
static field changes in response to the space charge. Thus, if the
applied field is removed faster than the diffuse space charge can
possibly respond (i.e., the Debye time), then the same effective zeta
potential and EDL ion distributions as present in the charged state
persist shortly after the field removal. This is important because it
follows that the metal/electrolyte potential difference at the BPE
extremities also remains unchanged at the respective Stern layers;
since it is this interfacial potential which drives heterogeneous
charge transfer [18,47], Faradaic reactions briefly continue to occur
at the same effective rate despite the absence of an applied po-
tential difference across the channel.

The reactions thus continue unabated well beyond the Debye
time (~10 ns), in which only initial EDL relaxation occurs. It is not
until the Ohmic time scale (~10 ms) that we observe appreciable
drift-diffusion of ions in the EDL and a subsequent reduction in
both the surface charge distribution and Faradaic currents. The BPE
remains polarized (i.e., bipolar) and opposing redox reactions
continue at the respective poles as long as nonzero ionic space
charge in the EDLs remains. Therefore, the BPE cannot fully
discharge during this EDL relaxation period due to the similar rates
of ongoing charge transfer at the two poles. Moreover, this delayed
Faradaic discharge is also influenced by mass transport effects as
concentration gradients formed near the BPE under the applied
field continue to dissipate well into the longer diffusion time scale;
these gradients can introduce variations in current due to con-
centration overpotentials [56].

The electrochemical accumulation of charge causes an interfa-
cial potential bias towards one BPE pole [30] (Fig. 2), an effect which
can arise due to asymmetries in the reaction rate constants, charge
transfer coefficients, number of electrons transferred per reaction,
and/or mass transfer conditions at the distinct poles. To reproduce
[42].

Characteristic Value

10 ns
10 ms
90 ns
20 ms
650 ms
2.5 mm

2
i ci;∞=RT

0.15mS/cm

1.7U cm2

lSÞ�1 70mF/m2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

Pn
i ¼ 1

aiz2i Þ
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Fig. 2. Simulated interfacial potential distributions along the BPE surface for three
different states at the end of charging: an anodic, cathodic, and neutral BPE. The
applied potentials for these three cases were 1.6 V, 1.85 V, and 1.8 V, respectively (see
the Supplementary Material for the different electrochemical kinetics parameters).
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this effect, we numerically simulated artificial asymmetries by
changing the rate of water oxidation relative to the other electro-
chemical reactions occurring in the system (see the Supplementary
Material for parameter values for the different cases). For example,
increasing the water oxidation rate facilitates charge transfer at the
anodic pole, requiring a lower anodic interfacial potential magni-
tude relative to that of the cathodic pole (i.e., a cathodic case) in
order to balance the net Faradaic current entering and leaving the
electrode. As a consequence, the interfacial potential at the
cathodic pole shifts to more negative values, indicating an excess of
accumulated electrons at the electrode surface (blue trace in Fig. 2).
Conversely, when the relative charge transfer rate at the anodic
pole is reduced and more electrons initially leave the cathodic pole
than enter the anodic pole (i.e., an anodic case), the interfacial
potential magnitude at the anodic pole increases to compensate
(red trace in Fig. 2) [30,42].

The diffuse-charge dynamics accompanying BPE charging and
discharging are elucidated by examining the spatiotemporal evo-
lution of the electric field lines (Fig. 3). Specifically, Fig. 3a and b
depict capacitive EDL formation between the Debye and Ohmic
times, while Fig. 3c demonstrates continuous flow of ionic current
through the channel once the EDLs aremostly formed (Ohmic time)
and Faradaic reactions begin to develop at the poles. As the BPE
reaches its charged state (Fig. 3d), the space charge density profile
reflects the cathodic-biased interfacial potential distribution from
Fig. 2. Moreover, we observe an extended space charge layer near
the cathodic pole at longer times, a result of ion concentration
polarization that develops on the diffusion time scale. This
nonlinear CP effect arises due to the competition between
nonuniform advection and migration velocities of anions in
different regions of the channel; partial short-circuiting of the
nanochannel current by the BPE at large applied potentials [32,37]
leads to a nonuniform electric field which reduces the relative
importance of upstream anionmigration (right to left) compared to
advection (left to right) above the BPE, allowing EOF to locally
dominate transport and drive anions away from the cathodic pole.
Subsequent ion depletion from this region forms a layer of positive
induced space charge slightly upstream of the cathodic pole
(Fig. 3d) [37]. These effects locally extend the effective thickness of
the cathodic EDL and introduce additional nonlinear electrokinetic
phenomena such as EOF of the 2nd kind [57] in the nanochannel.
The field lines also reveal important system dynamics that
continue after the applied potential is removed. Fig. 3e shows the
system 100 ns after the driving field is removed, illustrating the
early stages of capacitive EDL discharge. Note that this EDL relax-
ation is accompanied by a reversal in the electric field both up-
stream and downstream of the BPE (Fig. 3e and f). This behavior
arises from an electrostatic potential difference between the BPE
poles and the respective reservoirs. That is, the potential in the left
and right reservoirs is effectively zero after the rapid removal of the
applied potential, but there still remains a positive electrostatic
potential associated with the cathodic EDL space charge and a
negative potential associated with the anodic EDL space charge
above the respective BPE poles. Thus, a positive potential gradient
(i.e., negative axial electric field) is established upstream and
downstream of the BPE, while a negative potential gradient (i.e.,
positive axial electric field) is briefly maintained in the region
above the BPE as the EDLs relax by drift-diffusion. Due to the
presence of this residual electric field, the decay time of EOF in the
channel is also governed by BPE EDL relaxation. Finally, the tran-
sition from polarized BPE to Faradaically discharging cathode is
clearly evidenced by the recession of the negative anodic EDL space
charge in Fig. 3f, which ultimately leads to the uniform positive
space charge above the discharging cathode in Fig. 3g.

During the drift-diffusion EDL relaxation process, the strong
residual electric fields associated with the bipolar EDL space charge
imbalances induce ionic migration for a short time in order to
restore electroneutrality. Diffusion also aids in forcing these ions
from the bulk towards the surface due to the large concentration
gradients established by electrostatically depleted co-ions in the
EDLs. Thus, the cation-rich EDL above the cathodewill experience a
large influx of anions on the order of the Ohmic time scale as the
EDLs dissipate. This process can be visualized through fluorescence
measurements of FL dye [41], and is demonstrated experimentally
and numerically in Fig. 4. Note that although the charge of FL ions is
pH-sensitive, we assume that all such ions near the cathode remain
dianionic due to the high local pH [41,48]. It should also be noted
that the time scales between our numerical simulation and
experimental system differ by a factor of 105 due to disparities in
experimental vs. modeled length scales (1 cm vs. 5 mm), as well as
practical limitations on how quickly the applied potential can be
experimentally removed by the power supply. Specifically, it was
experimentally observed that the fluorescence intensity (caused by
FL2� ions) above the cathode transitioned over the course of
approximately 0.5 s from relatively low (electrostatic repulsion) to
relatively high (electrokinetic enhancement) as an influx of anions,
including FL2� ions, counteracted the remaining positive space
charge. This nanoscale phenomenon, which was also previously
demonstrated for anionic BODIPY fluorophores [41], raises the
possibility of electrokinetic detection of specifically-tagged bio-
molecules in nanofluidic architectures by tracking a fluorescence
signal during capacitive EDL discharge; in the present study, we
experimentally observed the fluorescence intensity increase by up
to a factor of 10.7 after the driving potential was removed (see
Supplementary Material Fig. S2). This enhancement can be
increased further by reducing the nanochannel height (thereby
increasing the depth-averaged EDL fluorescence intensity) and
employing a lower ionic strength electrolyte solution to increase
the zeta potential [41].

Our calculations predict that the simulated bipolar EDLs fully
relax and the BPE loses its polarization on the order of 10 ms (Ohmic
time), around which time the positive/negative charge present at
the pole of lower charge (i.e., the anodic pole for the cathodic case
and the cathodic pole for the anodic case) vanishes. To demonstrate
this effect, we separately calculated surface integrals of the positive
and negative regions of the interfacial charge distribution over time



Fig. 3. Spatiotemporal evolution of the electric field lines and space charge density near the BPE during the charging and discharging processes for a cathodic case. Note that the
color plots have artificial “contrast” added; the plotted range is truncated to ±2.0� 104 C/m3 in order to simultaneously depict positive and negative space charge that can vary by
orders of magnitude between EDLs at the channel walls and strongly polarized BPE. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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and found that the surface charge distribution, and hence the
interfacial potential distribution, attained a single polarity around
this time (Figs. 3f and 5). Thus, changes in the local surface charge
prior to this moment are primarily driven by dissipation of the
bipolar EDLs above the electrode, while changes thereafter can be
attributed to concentration overpotential and conventional
Galvanic discharge of electrochemically accumulated charge
(Fig. 3g) as the system returns to its pre-excited equilibrium state.
Note that a concentration overpotential drives oxidation between
10 ms and 1ms (i.e., the diffusion time scale) in both cases. In the
cathodic case, this concentration overpotential works against the
uniformly negative interfacial potential to produce net oxidation.
Thus, negative charge briefly continues to accumulate at the elec-
trode until the discharging reduction reactions are finally able to
overcome the dissipating concentration overpotential at approxi-
mately 2ms (Fig. 5b).

The preferential anodic or cathodic discharge manifests as the
BPE floating to either a positive or negative potential, respectively,



Fig. 4. (a) Simulation results and (b) experimental fluorescence intensities at various
times during EDL relaxation. The top frame in (b) shows the fluorescein fluorescence
intensity distribution for a nanochannel-confined BPE after 20 s of charging under an
applied 250 V. After this potential is removed, fluorescein redistribution by drift-
diffusion manifests as a rapid increase in concentration at the cathode due to the
large influx of anions required to neutralize the cathodic EDL (positive) space charge
imbalance. Simulation results in (a) are shown for a cathodic case, but this electroki-
netic concentration enhancement occurs to some extent in all three cases. Note that
the 105-fold absolute time scale difference between simulation and experiment arises
due to disparities in length scales (5 mm vs. 1 cm), as well as limitations on how quickly
the applied potential can be practically removed by the power supply.

Fig. 6. Floating BPE potential during discharge. The BPE eventually floats to a positive
value in the anodic case and a negative value in the cathodic case in order to shed the
accumulated charge via spontaneous electrochemical reactions before returning to
equilibrium.
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during the Galvanic discharge period (Fig. 6, t> ~10 ms). Note that
the fluid potential far away from the BPE has effectively reached
zero by this point, thus reinforcing the notion that the BPE even-
tually acts as either a cathode or anode with a uniform driving
potential of single polarity. A notable feature of the BPE floating
potential response is that, for all three cases, the electrode potential
in the charged state (t¼ 0 s) is considerably less than half of the
applied potential. Under the leading-order simplifying assumptions
of uniform solution composition and relatively slow Faradaic re-
action kinetics (i.e., a small portion of the total system current
passing through the BPE), the potential drop in solution is linear
along the channel length and the electrodewould float to half of the
applied potential if the reaction kinetics at the poles were sym-
metric (i.e., the neutral case). As with a Galvanic cell, one would
then expect any reaction asymmetry and the subsequent accu-
mulation of positive or negative charge to shift the potential to
Fig. 5. Integrated charge per unit width (polarization þ electrochemically accumulated char
net negative charge accumulated at the BPE. The curves were calculated by multiplying
separately integrating the positive and negative regions at each time. Results for both cases s
shortly thereafter transitions to become a spontaneously discharging anode or cathode.
higher or lower values, respectively. In practice, however, electric
field gradients associated with CP in confined BPE systems can
induce large Ohmic potential drops upstream of the cathode
[37,42], resulting in the BPE being exposed to a smaller than ex-
pected end-to-end potential difference during the charging phase
and subsequently floating to a lower potential than expected for all
three cases. If the channel walls were positively charged, the
background EOF direction would be reversed and ion depletion
would instead occur near the anode, leading to a higher BPE po-
tential than expected (Ohmic losses to the right of the BPE would
still lead to a smaller end-to-end potential difference than ex-
pected, however). Therefore, the applied potentials required to
initiate and sustain Faradaic reactions can be higher than predicted
by theoretical approximations [43].

Redox reactions must necessarily accompany the discharging
process, as interfacial charge transfer is the sole mechanism by
which the net accumulated charge (or adsorbed redox species, in
the case of pseudocapacitors [6]) is shed from the isolated BPE.
Since the anodic case is characterized by oxidation reactions and
ge) on the respective poles over time for the cases of (a) a net positive charge and (b) a
the interfacial potential distributions from Fig. 2 by the Stern layer capacitance and
uggest that for the simulated conditions, the BPE loses its polarization around 10 ms and



Fig. 7. Discharging reactions: (a) Net electrochemically accumulated BPE charge per unit width present during discharge, and (b) local pH outside the EDL near both the cathode and
anode for all three cases. These results indicate that there can be significant oxidation (anodic case) or reduction (cathodic case) reactions that must take place for the BPE to fully
discharge; these reactions are accompanied by the production of Hþ or OH� ions, respectively, and subsequently influence the local pH near the electrode poles.
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the cathodic case is characterized by reduction reactions which
drive the Faradaic discharge process (Fig. 7a), the electrokinetics
and chemical reactions associated with the redox-active ions pro-
duced by these discharging reactions will be qualitatively different
for the two cases. That is, the oxidation reactions in the anodic case
will produce O2 and Hþ (resulting in a drop in the local pH) and the
reduction reactions in the cathodic case will produce H2 and OH�

(resulting in a local pH rise). A similar effect has been previously
reported [11] and leveraged for pseudocapacitive analyte detection
using conventional (non-bipolar) electrodes with adsorbed redox
species; the potential advantages of such detection schemes
coupled to “wireless” bipolar electrochemistry are promising and
merit further investigation. The electrochemically-driven pH
changes in our simulation start to occur rapidly at ~10 ms (Fig. 7b),
corresponding to the time at which the BPE transitions to a spon-
taneous Galvanic discharge-dominated regime (Ohmic time). As
suggested by Fig. 7b, these discharging reactions and the associated
pH changes should occur uniformly above the electrode, such that
the entire spatial region near the BPE eventually becomes acidic for
the anodic case, alkaline for the cathodic case, and near the bulk pH
for the neutral case. However, we will show in the next section that
this expectation is not in accordance with experimental observa-
tions, as electrochemical modification of the surface under a
polarizing field noticeably affects the discharging dynamics.
4.2. Effect of BPE oxide growth

The numerical results from the preceding sections have
neglected the formation and presence of surface oxides on the bi-
polar electrode. In practice, however, platinum anodes are known
to be susceptible to oxidation after sustained reactions [58]. We can
qualitatively account for the effects of surface oxide film formation
on the electrokinetic and electrochemical dynamics of our system
by approximating some portion of the oxygen evolution current
density as contributing to the formation and growth of platinum
oxide on the surface. That is, we make the simplifying assumption
that the oxide growth rate is proportional to the local oxidation
current from the OER and neglect the current contribution arising
from the oxide growth (i.e., we assume an OER-dominant regime
[59]),
vhfilm
vt

¼ 4jF;O2
; (12)

where hfilm is the local film thickness, and f is a proportionality
constant that relates the rate of charge transfer to that of the oxide
growth (Fig. 8a). We assume arbitrary values ranging from
1� 10�14m3/C to 3� 10�13m3/C for the proportionality constant,
as we only anticipate a qualitative representation from our model.
A characteristic time scale for the growth of 1 nm of oxide can be

estimated from tog;nm ¼ ð1 nmÞ
	
4 j0;O2


�1
, which yields tog;nm ¼

100 s for f ¼ 2� 10�13m3/C in our model.
The oxide film accordingly develops and grows thickest at the

extremity of the anodic pole (Fig. 8b), while the thickness is equal
to zero for the entire cathodic pole. This film acts as a resistive layer
which serves to decrease the local interfacial potential difference
between the BPE and the diffuse layer of the electrolyte solution.
Thus, the interfacial potential difference now includes an additional
Ohmic potential drop across the film Vfilm¼ jF,netRfilm, where Rfilm is
the surface film resistance, given by Rfilm¼ hfilm/kfilm (for the pur-
poses of this qualitative simulation we assume the conductivity of
the film kfilm to be equal to 1� 10�6 S/m). The local interfacial po-
tential difference that drives Faradaic reactions now changes from
Velec � j to Velec � j� Vfilm. Note that the film thickness, and thus
the Ohmic potential drop, are fixed to zero in locations where no
net oxidation has occurred (the film thickness cannot numerically
become negative at the cathodic pole).

The reactions at the cathodic and anodic poles of the electrode
are inherently coupled, much like those of a working and counter
electrode in a conventional electrochemical system. Therefore, as
oxide growth hinders the reactions at the anodic pole, the cathodic
reactions must slow due to the increased resistance in the elec-
trochemical circuit. This effect manifests as a shift in the BPE
floating potential to higher values over time, which decreases the
magnitude of the interfacial potential difference at the cathode and
thereby counteracts the oxide-resistance-induced decrease in the
anodic interfacial potential. Thus, the total Faradaic current passing
through the BPE decreases over time due to the concomitant
decrease in driving potential at the two poles (Fig. 8c). As a
consequence of this surface passivation, it is unlikely that a true
steady state is ever achieved in a reasonable experimental time-
frame using an oxide-forming conductive BPE material such as Pt.

As previously alluded to, the presence of a resistive film on the



Fig. 8. Influence of oxide growth: (a) Simulation of oxide film growth at the anodic pole under an applied field, (b) local oxide profile along the BPE surface after 1000 s of reactions,
and (c) shift in the BPE floating potential towards the cathodic pole to compensate for the resistive oxide film growth; this shift serves to reduce the cathodic interfacial potential in
order to balance currents and conserve charge, and the net current passing through the BPE subsequently decreases over time. Profiles in (b) and (c) are shown for f ¼ 1� 10�13 m3/
C.
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BPE surface also noticeably affects the experimentally observed
discharging dynamics and the coupled chemical and electrokinetic
events which accompany discharging. In particular, the observed
sequence of events suggests that, contrary to the results predicted
in Fig. 7, the pH does not drop uniformly around the BPE during
discharge for an anodic case. Instead, shortly after the fluorescence
intensity rise associated with anionic influx at the cathodic pole
during the Ohmic time, rapid and intense fluorescence quenching
linked to water oxidation products was seen to affect the pH-
sensitive FL dye locally above the left pole only (Fig. 9). This local-
ization can be attributed to the presence of a thick oxide film, which
hinders discharging reactions at the oxide-laden right pole and
causes the Galvanic discharge to occur more rapidly at the left pole
due to its lower interfacial resistance [41].

The influence of the surface oxide was probed experimentally in
our previous work [41] by utilizing a split BPE configuration [40,60],
which allowed for the two poles to be individually addressed and
electrochemically pretreated separately. Briefly, the oxidation pre-
treatment consisted of holding the left pole at 1.2 V for 30 s to
render the surface composition more uniform as the right pole
became oxidized during subsequent experiments. In a separate
experiment, the left pole was pre-reduced by applying �0.6 V for
10 s to remove any native oxide on the surface and amplify the
effects of the subsequent nonuniform surface composition. The two
split poles were then electrically connected to each other, allowing
the continuous conductor to function as a floating BPE once an
electric field was introduced in solution. Fig. 9 shows that the pre-
oxidized BPE prevents localized discharging-linked fluorescence
Fig. 9. Depiction of localized fluorescence quenching at the left pole of the BPE (outlined
presence of the anodic oxide film increases the local interfacial resistance, causing the discha
BPE configuration suppresses the localized quenching effect. Note that any fluorescence qu
applied potential. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the re
quenching from occurring in the same manner, intensity, and time-
scale as observed with an untreated (Fig. 9a) or pre-reduced
(Fig. 9b) BPE. These results confirm that the presence of the thick
anodic oxide film plays an important role in influencing local dis-
charging rates, as well as homogeneous chemical reactions and
electrokinetic dynamics; the ability to understand, model, and
exploit these dynamics has profound implications for the rapidly
expanding domain of bipolar electrochemistry as an analytical tool
for multiplexed optical and electrical screening/detection of
molecules.
5. Conclusion

In this work, we numerically and experimentally explored the
discharging dynamics of a nanochannel-confined BPE. The
comprehensive 2D numerical model employed herein explicitly
resolves diffuse-charge screening and incorporates nonlinear sur-
face capacitance effects of the compact Stern layer, enabling us to
simultaneously capture the phenomena of BPE EDL charging/
relaxation (EDL capacitance) and Faradaic charge accumulation/
discharge, as well as the inherent coupling of these events to
solution-phase reactions and transport processes that manifest
across disparate time scales. Our results suggest that, in general,
three different charged BPE states are possible: (1) an anodic case in
which a net positive excess charge accumulates at the BPE surface,
(2) a cathodic case inwhich a net negative charge accumulates, and
(3) a neutral case with little to no net charge accumulation; these
conditions are fundamentally linked to the symmetry of the
in yellow) associated with water oxidation products during anodic discharge: (a) the
rge to preferentially occur at the left pole, and (b) pre-oxidation of the left pole in a split
enching in the right half of the images is a result of oxidation that occurred under the
ader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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forward and reverse cell reactions at the poles in a manner remi-
niscent of spontaneous Galvanic cells, and the resulting surface
charging effects manifest as a bias in the interfacial charge/poten-
tial distribution along the BPE surface.

We were able to numerically reproduce experimentally-
visualized transient enrichment of charged fluorophores, which
occurred due to capacitive discharging of the bipolar EDL space
charge upon abrupt removal of the driving electric field. Moreover,
we showed that these dissipating nanoscale EDLs maintain an
intrinsic electrostatic potential and subsequently continue to
polarize the BPE until relaxation occurs on a characteristic RC time
scale dictated by the EDL capacitance and solution resistance. Upon
EDL relaxation, electrochemically accumulated charge causes the
electrode (which is no longer bipolar) to float to a nonequilibrium
potential as the excess charge is electrochemically discharged by
either water oxidation (anodic case) or reduction (cathodic case).
These discharging redox reactions are invariably accompanied by
local perturbations in the solution composition surrounding the
BPE, an effect which can ostensibly be tuned and leveraged for
parallelized molecular detection; for example, the products of
water oxidation were indirectly observed through fluorescence
quenching of fluorescein as the BPE discharged after exposure to a
sufficiently large polarizing field. The discharge rate proved to be a
strong function of the electrode surface conditions; it was observed
that a thick oxide layer formed at the anodic pole locally hindered
discharging reactions and led the Faradaic discharge to occur pre-
dominantly at the opposite end of the BPE. Finally, we qualitatively
investigated the influence of such a passivating surface oxide in our
numerical model and demonstrated a gradual shift towards higher
BPE floating potential values over time as the system compensated
for the increasing potential drop across a growing anodic oxide
film.

Our numerical model and the results presented in this work
provide important insight into the coupled nanoscale electrokinetic
and electrochemical phenomena that govern BPE charging and
discharging processes. Importantly, the modeling approach and
findings described herein are not just relevant within the field of
bipolar electrochemistry, but are more broadly applicable to the
wide range of electrochemical systems which exploit electro-
chemical transients and/or are fundamentally impacted by surface
oxidation. We therefore believe that the incorporation and further
extension of our comprehensive multiscale model in future elec-
trochemical engineering efforts could yield novel approaches and
transformative avenues of research within the burgeoning domain
of micro- and nanoelectrochemistry.
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